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PROCEDURE AND CONSTRUCTIVE SOLUTION FOR TWIN BLADES
USED IN LARGE DIAMETER WIND TURBINES.

This patent deals with a procedure and a fabrication solution
manufacturing large diameter blades for wind turbines with horizontal axis suitable
for bigger power wind turbines, especially over 3.0 MW>.

The defining feature of this domain is the large exterior diameter of the
wind turbines propeller, going up to one hundred meters, necessary to reach an
unitary power over 5,0 MW and even more ,up to 150 m diameter for 10 MW and
more. This leads to big constructive difficulties and huge weights of blades.

Due to the increasing of the length of blades the aerodynamic forces acting
on the blade prevalent in axial direction and own weight ,in horizontal position
.generate a really huge bending moment at the bottom of the blade (even more than
10**6 Nm ) which, in its turn, restricting the increase of the blade length and finally
the wind turbines power and economically efficiency, As an example, for 6,0 MW
turbine power, the necessary length of the blade is about 65 m and it weight is about
18 tones. The weight of blade increases with the length at the exponent 1,9...2,5.
which leads to a big bend in horizontal position and limit the increasing the length of
turbine blade,as an example the 100m length blade could reach 60t.

For this length it is computed that, with the existing constructive blade
solution, the bottom bend produced by the own weight, in horizontal position, will
overpass the bend produced by the aerodynamic forces and the total bend will
really huge.

With the purpose to make wind turbines horizontal axis, with long
blades (large diameters), an accepted procedure is to gradually augment chord and
maximum thickness of the aerodynamic blade profile of the blade section from the
tip to bottom and in same time to increase the wall blade thickness ,resulting the
suitable increasing of the resistance modulus.

The disadvantage of this procedure is that on one hand, the increase
of the enlarging blade section and wall thickness, as well its weight, while
supplementary technical difficulties in production contribute to raising
manufacturing costs; on the other hand, the increase in section is limited
technologically and operationally, so that in practice propeller axial wind turbine
diameters are limited to 125m-150m.

More increasing the length of blade, the fundamental and its harmonics
value of vibrations are in the same range with the wind turbine rotation frequency
.An unacceptable resonance process could issue. These are limiting factors in
building larger, more efficient wind turbine units.

A known procedure used to make axial fans or wind turbines with long blades
is in the Patent Request A/00241/2008 deposed in OSIM Romania and published in
BOBI no.8/2008 in which is reinforced the blade with a supplementary structure
near to the blade and fasten to the hub.
The disadvantage of this procedure is that being dedicated for axial fans with
vertical axis not horizontal axis ,like this wind turbines does not solve the bend due
to the own weight.



To the purpose to make wind turbines , with horizontal axis, long
blades an accepted constructive solution used to withstand very large bending
moments at the bottom, is to made its like a plane propeller shape ,but with the
profiles suitable to a turbine function, using aerodynamics profiles ,like Gottingen
No. 622 or 623,the body blade being empty inside and built by light materials ,Iike
FRP or carbon fibers, increasing the blade section toward the base ,toward the
hub increasing the wall thickness and the profile maximum thickness, that can
take the bending moment acting on the blade.

The disadvantage of this solution is that results a huge increasing of the
blade section, from top to bottom and as well the weight of blade, the statistically
data show that the blade weight is increasing with length at an exponent :1,9-2,5.
Like example, a 50 m long blade has about 10 1and one with 60 m has about 15t, in
spite the light materials which the blades are made. Moreover, its own fundamental
frequency is low, less than 1,0 H , i.e. in the dangerous zone of blade resonance for
longer blades, further impeding the increase of the turbine propeller exterior
diameter. This makes impossible the further increasing the unitary turbine power
the main way to reduce the unitary investment and operation costs at the level
which makes the wind energy economically very efficient.

The disadvantage of this solution is that it also restricts the size increase of
the blade section. Due to this big weight, the blades number in a propeller is now
only three (the number should be odd),which is a big disadvantages for larger
diameters, when the pitch becomes too larger and the blade chord ,at the top
radius, issues from aerodynamic computation, becomes too big to be done from
resistance reasons ,that reduces the <Power Coefficient ,means the efficiency of
the wind turbine. Moreover, its own fundamental frequency is low, (1.5 to 3HZ for
20m), i.e. in the dangerous zone of blade resonance for longer blades, further
impeding the increase of the turbine exterior diameter.
One known constructive solution used to build longer blades for axial fans or
wind turbines needed to withstand a very large bending is in the Patent Request
A/00241/2008 deposed in OSIM Romania and published in BOBI no.8/2008 in
which is reinforced the blade with a supplementary structure ,which could be a
blade also ,at a distance of 200-600mm near to the blade and fasten to the hub.

The disadvantage of this constructive solution is that being dedicated for
axial fans with vertical axis not horizontal axis ,like this wind turbines does not
solve the bend due to the own weight in the rotating plane ,when the blade is in
horizontal position.

This patent solves this technical problem of increasing the resistance modulus
of the blade, from tip to bottom, as well as is necessary to resist to the bend dues to
the aerodynamic forces and blade weight in horizontal position, for larger blade
lengths than currently available and without constructive or aerodynamic
restrictions, thus allowing the manufacture of blades really much longer than
currently available. That means to be possible to reach length of blades to 150m or
even more and the wind turbine power to overpass 20 MW.

The procedure described in the patent eliminates the disadvantages
described above by increasing the blade resistance modulus in the axial direction,
by using a structure ,named twin blades,having in the axial direction, after the first



blade one or more blades identically or not, with the first one like shape and
length .materializing what in aerodynamic is called a blade cascade, connected
between them with axial beams with aerodynamic shape and every twin blade ,if it
is necessary, could be fortified in rotating plane by wires linked to laterally firm
structures .

The constructive solution described in the patent eliminates the
disadvantages described above by increasing the blade resistance modulus in the
axial direction and in the rotation direction, using a blade structure ,named twin
blades, having in the axial direction, after the every first blade one or more blades
identically , or not , with the first one like shape and length , connected between
them with axial beams with aerodynamic shape ,all this constructive structure
being like a framework fixed on the same frame connected with the hub, the
distance between blades , several meters range ,could be constant or variable ,from
tip to bottom , and every twin blades ,if it is necessary, could be fortified in
rotating plane by wires linking laterally firm structures and one of its axial beam .

Implementation of the invention/patent has the following advantages:
The twin blades assembly being like a framework could have a resistance

modulus at least 10 times even 50 times bigger than the single blade,depending of
the axial distance between the blades. This eliminates any fabrication and
functional restriction in building a blade longer than the current practical length
limit of a 70m-80m ,being possible to overpass 150m length.

Like result, the bottom solid area of the twin blades is much smaller ,means
less material and weight than the single blade Reducing the blade weight will be
possible to use more than three blades in a

propeller ,means 5 even seven, which is capital for reach good efficiency at
big diameters

The very much increasing of the moment of inertia due to the framework
structure of the twin blades, matched with the smaller bottom area increases the
own frequency in a zone where there is no danger of resonance.

The twin blades have the solution to increase the module resistance in the
rotating plane as is necessary to resist to the bending moment issued by its own
weight in horizontal position.
Following are one implementation version of the invention in figures 1 & 2:
Fig.l Layout of the twin blades of the wind turbine with horizontal axis.
Fig. 2 Layout of the wind turbine propeller with twin blades.

The procedure described in this patent, indicates that the required increase of
the blade 1 resistance modulus in the axial direction,blade 1 being hold by frame-
base 2
on the horizontal wind turbine hub 3,by using a structure ,named twin blades
4,having in the axial direction, after the first blade 1 one or more blades 5
identically or not with the first one like shape and length materializing what in
aerodynamic is called a blade cascade a, rigid connected between them with axial
beams 6 with aerodynamic shape and every twin blade a ,especially for big blade 1
lengths, could be fortified in rotating plane by mean of the laterally firm structures
7 and wires 8,with the goal to resist in horizontal position to the bend due to the
own weight.



The constructive solution described in this patent consists in a structure
,named twin blades 4 having in the axial direction, after every first blade 1 one or
more blades 5 identically or not with the blade 1 like shape and length ,
materializing what in aerodynamic is called a blade cascade a, the distance
between blades 1,5 , several meters range ,could be constant or variable from tip to
bottom ,every blades 1,5 having an aerodynamic profile in the section and a empty
body blades 1,5 made by a thin cover 11 from light materials like FRP or
aluminum ,but with some reinforcements 12 in side and the blades 1,5 rigid
connected between them with axial beams 6 with aerodynamic shape ,all this
constructive solution the twin blades 4 being like a rigid framework is hold on the
same frame-base 2 connected with the horizontal axis wind turbine hub 3 and
every twin blades 4 ,if it is necessary by resistance reasons, could be fortified in
rotating plane by two laterally firm structures 7 built on the hub 3 and holding the
twin blades 4 with the wires 8 having a dampfering and tension stress device 10
,from articulation 10 fixed on one of the axial beam 6, which allows the twin blades
4 rotation related to the hub 3 .



CLAIMS

1. Procedure for twin blades used in horizontal axis wind turbine and with
big diameters consists in using a blade with a gradually increasing ,from tip to
bottom, of the blade surface aerodynamic profile ,means the profile chord and
maximum thickness and the blade wall thickness or a supplementary structure
fastened to the hub which both leads to the increasing of the resistance modulus to
the bottom, necessary to resist to the bend stress due to aerodynamic and own
weight forces characterized by achieving the required increase of the blade (1)
resistance modulus in the axial direction, blade (1) being hold by frame-base (2) on
the horizontal wind turbine hub (3) by using a structure ,named twin blades
(4),having in the axial direction, after the first blade (1) one or more blades (5)
identically or not with the first one like shape and length materializing what in
geodynamic is called a blade cascade (a) rigid connected between them with axial
beams (6) with aerodynamic shape and every twin blade (a) .especially for big
blade (1) lengths, could be fortified in rotating plane by mean of the laterally firm
structures (7) and wires (8),with the goal to resist in horizontal position to the bend
due to the own weight.

2. Constructive solution for horizontal axis wind turbine blades with big length
which are made like a plane propeller and made from light and resistant materials
like FRP or carbon fiber having in section an aerodynamic profile like Gottingen
622 :623 achieving the necessary bottom resistance modulus increasing the chord
and the profile thickness or adding a supplementary structure fastened to the same
hub characterized by the constructive solution described in the procedure 1
consisting in a structure ,named twin blades (4) having in the axial direction, after
every first blade (1) one or more blades (5) identically or not with the blade (1)
like shape and length , materializing what in aerodynamic is called a blade cascade
(a), the distance between blades (1),(5) .several meters range ,could be constant or
variable from tip to bottom, every blades (1),(5) having an aerodynamic profile in
the section and the empty body blades (1),(5) is made by a thin cover (11) from
light materials like FRP or aluminum ,but with some reinforcements (12) inside
and the blades (1),(5) rigid connected between them with axial beams (6) with
aerodynamic shape ,all this constructive solution the twin blades (4) being like a
rigid framework is hold on the same frame-base (2) connected with the horizontal
axis wind turbine hub (3) and every twin blades (4) ,if it is necessary by resistance
reasons, could be fortified in rotating plane by two laterally firm structures (7)
built on the hub (3) and holding the twin blades (4) with the wires (8) having a
dampening and tension stress device (9) .from articulation 10 fixed on one of the
axial beam (6), which allows the twin blades (4) rotation related to the hub (3) .
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